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    1. Camden  28:24  2. Deptford  26:04  3. Dalston  24:55    Sebastian Lexer – piano  Evan
Parker – saxophone  Eddie Prévost – drums, percussion    

 

  

Tri-Borough Triptych could almost be considered a sequel to last year’s hard-to-place
Impossibility in Its Purest Form—or, at the very least, an extension of the ideas it engaged. The
albums both share a similar line-up and organizational structure: Lexer’s piano+ and Prévost’s
percussion matched with an idiosyncratic saxophonist, then presented as a series of duos. But
where Impossibility sported three shorter duos that culminated in a long trio performance,
Tri-Borough Triptych forgoes the trio in favor of devoting more time to the stunning duets.

  

The first, “Camden,” is the familiar pairing of Parker and Prévost. About four minutes in, Parker
touches on an almost Middle Eastern mode, accented by rich, methodical bows on the cymbals,
which lend to the Eastern feel. Prévost’s palette seems expanded here; he coaxes a much
richer range of sonorities from his cymbals, occasionally shadowing Parker’s tenor with
impressive precision, and adds sporadic exclamation marks of toms and rubbed drumheads.
The performance reprises the ritualistic air of their meetings on Most Materials: here, we
encounter the secret rites of the Masters.

  

Equally exciting are the performances with Lexer. Every new album is an opportunity to see the
development of his expertise with his piano+ system. Last year, I described his cyborg
instrument as “neither piano nor electronics,” but “a very mysterious, organic soundworld that’s
intimately tied to the physical act of playing piano, even though the source material is often
hopelessly obscured.” On “Deptford” he becomes so subtly enmeshed with Prévost’s wash of
sound that he’s difficult to pick out; his contributions connect in some subconscious place, like
the omnipresent, deeply-felt hum of a giant transformer. At eight minutes, some delicate chords
are sounded. They are fleeting, and the electronics sustain their ringing harmonics indefinitely,
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where they are soon subsumed into Prévost’s clatter, which sounds both immediate and distant,
like a dark storm on the horizon whose first raindrops are already beginning to splash down.
The music is abstract, but it’s difficult to listen without grasping for associations: later, the
crackling of a fire, echoing in the heart of a cast iron stove.

  

But in the end, the first two-thirds of the album could be viewed as a set-up for the showdown
between Lexer and Parker, their first meeting. Parker and Prévost have a storied history, and
we’re now familiar with Lexer and Prévost, as well. We’re left anticipating the ways Lexer’s
incredible piano+ system will interact with Parker’s singular approach, one that’s no stranger to
dramatic electro-acoustic environments. Lexer is in a remarkable position to match a normally
fixed-pitch instrument against the microtonal bath of Parker’s technique. As “Dalston” gets
under way, Parker’s approach keeps close to his solo outings, with incredible runs on soprano
that Lexer often engages indirectly, creating his own complex patterns of harmonics that crash
into Parker’s. But there are also piano and sax-transcending drones, a product of Parker’s
pulmonary might and Lexer’s technology. After 20 minutes, these give way to beautiful, chiming
tones, a duet of church bells and birdsong.

  

What’s remarkable about Tri-Borough Triptych is how close these three very different
instruments can be pulled together. These duos display of a new era of virtuosity, in which the
musicians have moved beyond mere “chops” to a level where their chosen instrument can be
melted down and re-forged to fit nearly any working context. But for anyone already familiar with
these three, that’s hardly news. ---Don Sorrels, freejazzblog.org

  

 

  

Hearing Evan Parker make music with Eddie Prévost, on the first of these three lengthy duets
recorded in three different London boroughs, is like watching a pair of tai chi masters sparring.
Parker’s tenor and Prévost’s bowed and struck percussion draw buoyancy from each other’s
energy as they alternately push and yield. Together they move with feline lightness, agility and
balance, even when the music’s mood is stormy and turbulent. The event was Freedom Of The
City 2012; the venue, Cecil Sharp House in Camden Town, London. The character and
dynamics of that occasion change continuously, but there’s never a sense that this exhilarating
music is getting locked into a formal shape or falling under the shadow of its performers’
individual identities.

  

Two other engrossing duets on TriBorough Triptych feature pianist Sebastian Lexer: with
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Prévost at Old Deptford Town Hall, South London, and with Parker on soprano at Dalston’s
Cafe Oto. Lexer’s playing is disciplined and rather sparing, although he clearly enjoys pianistic
practices and sonorities, not least perhaps for their historical weight, an element of resistance
he can work with or against, just as Parker and Prévost parry the associations clinging to their
own chosen instruments. But Lexer’s piano+ set-up involves a personally developed software to
analyse and adjust the acoustic output, eliciting textures and durations unexpected from a grand
piano, enhancing its scope and introducing an air of instability that calls for sharp reactions.
Parker and Prévost are kept in states of heightened attentiveness, and the sustained outcome
is lucid and graceful music making. --- Julian Cowley, cafeoto.co.uk

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex 4shared mega mediafire uloz.to cloudmailru uptobox ge.tt
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